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Given a finite set S, a class % of overlapping directed circuits in S and a collection of weight functions 
w,. : [0, +CO) + [0, +oo), c e g, that verify certain topological and algebraic relations, we uniquely define 
a continuous parameter Markov process ((,),>a called a circuit process. The constructive solution to a 
correspondence (&),_o+ {%, WI<}, which becomes one-to-one when {%‘, w,} can be given a probabilistic 
interpretation, is described. In particular we show that the Levy-Austin-Omstein theorem concerning 
the positiveness of the transition probabilities p,,( .) is a qualitative property. Also it is proved that the 
intensities qt, have a probabilistic interpretation in terms of the sample paths of the discrete skeletons. 
Finally, analytical properties of the weight functions are studied. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifications: Primary 60510, 60599; Secondary 94C99. 
Markov jump processes * representation by directed weighted circuits * weight functions * mean number 
of cycles * discrete skeletons 
1. Introduction 
Discrete parameter circuit processes are rth order Markov chains (rz 1) that can 
be represented by at most denumerable a class %’ of overlapping directed circuits 
c in a denumerable set S and a family of positive numbers w,, CE %, in the sense 
that their probability law is expressed by rational functions of the weights w,. The 
results on these processes for both theory and applications are presented in [4,5, 
61, and give a motivation for further investigations concerning the continuous 
parameter case. 
In this paper we study continuous parameter circuit processes with finite state 
space S. First we show that if we consider a class % of overlapping directed circuits 
in S and positive functions w,( .), c E %?, defined on [0, +OO) that verify natural 
topological and algebraic relations, then we can define a continuous parameter 
Markov jump process whose transition probabilities and intensities are completely 
determined by { %, w,( . )}. We call such a process a circuit process. 
Second, we prove that the converse is true as well. Specifically, we show that for 
any continuous parameter Markov process (for short Markov process) with finite 
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state space S and standard transition matrix function that is recurrent and strictly 
stationary we can construct a class %Z of overlapping directed circuits in S (in the 
sense of definitions of [4, 51) and positive functions w,( . ), c E %, such that the 
transition probability fuctions pti( t), i,j E S, t 3 0, and transition intensities qii, i, j E S, 
can be written as functions of w,(a), and the so-called passage function J,( i, j), 
i, j E S, (recall that a passage function J,(i, j), i, j E S, is defined by J,(i, j) = 1 if i, j 
are consecutive points of the circuit c, and =O, otherwise). Thus according to the 
representation Theorems 9 and 11 below the transition probability functions for a 
circuit process are given by 
p _(t) =C, w,(tMi,j) 
V 
C, w,(tMi) ’ 
i,jES, tZ0, 
where 
J,(i) = C A(i,j) = C J,(j, i), 
i J 
while the entries of the nth power of the intensity matrix Q are given by 
-ww’“‘(i,j,O), 1 
1 
qp = w(i, 0) 
if i#j, 
1 
- w(i,i)(“), 
w(i, 0) 
if i=j, 
(2) 
where 
w(i, 0) =C, w,(O).&(i), 
(i, i) is the loop-circuit of i (the circuit with period one), 
wcn)( i, j, o), n 3 1, is the nth derivative at 0 of the numerator of pV( t). 
Equations (1) and (2) reveal that for any circuit process, the transition probability 
functions p,-(t), i, jE S, t 30, and intensities qii, i, jg S, depend upon two types of 
functions, i.e. _I=(. , . ) and w,( - ). The function .I,(. , . ), is independent of the 
numerical contribution of the w,(e), c E %, and according to the representation 
theorems 9 and 11 below (see also [4, 51) they assume intrinsically only the 
positiveness of the quantities w,( . ). This motivates the notion of a qualitative 
function which is any function that does not effectively depend upon the numerical 
contribution of the w,, c E % Here the J,( . , - ), c E %, are qualitative functions. In 
opposition, the functions w,( . ), c E %, are called weight functions or quantitative 
ingredients. The dichotomy qualitative-quantitative functions involved in the rep- 
resentation of probability law by directed weighted circuits leads us to the question 
of whether there exist stochastic properties for Markov processes that can be 
described in term of qualitative ingredients alone. Such properties will be called 
qualitative properties. For instance, according to the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equations 
Pi,(t+s)=CPik(t)Pkj(S), s, tz=o, 
k 
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the condition pii(t+s) > 0, which holds iff J=(i,j) = 1 for some circuit c depends 
upon the existence of (at least) two passage functions J,,( . , * ), J,( . , . ) such that 
J,,(i, k)J,(k,j) = 1 
for some k E S. Thus positiveness of the pV( + ) is preserved for infinitely many 
parameter values being independent of the quantities w,( . ), c E ‘%, and therefore it 
is a qualitative property in the sense of definition above. Then the ‘qualitative 
skeleton’ of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations can be written as 
c =I ~2 k 
As an immediate consequence, the relation of communication between states for 
the discrete skeletons associated with a circuit process is a qualitative property as 
well. In this respect we show that the well-known theorem of Levy-Austin-Ornstein 
(see Levy [8], Chung [l] and Iosifescu and Tautu [ 11) according to which, for any 
i and j, pV( .) is either identically zero or never zero on (0, +a), is a qualitative 
property (see Corollary 5 below). 
The results are displayed as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce the notion 
of a weight function and we show that the weight functions generate a standard 
stochastic matrix function. In Section 4 by the weighted circuit technique developed 
in [4,5] we prove that for general cases of time dependent circuits (= the circuit 
functions), the corresponding weight functions are uniformly continuous on (0, +a). 
Then follows that the only circuit functions that satisfy the algebraic equations 
imposed in Section 2, are the constant functions. Also, we show that for all i, jg S, 
the quantities 
w(i,j, t) =C w,(t)J,(iJ), 
are uniformly continuous functions with modulus of continuity not exceeding that 
of w( i, i, . ) at zero. 
Section 5 deals with differentiability properties of the weight functions and 
introduce the weighted intensity matrix. 
In Section 6 we prove the representation theorems by which we solve the inverse 
problem of representing a Markov process by a collection of directed circuits and 
weight functions. Specifically in Theorem 9 it is proved that if (&),ao is any strictly 
stationary recurrent Markov process with finite state space S and standard transition 
matrix function ( pG( . )),,,ts then 
where c is the directed cycle (in the sense of definitions of [6]) associated with the 
circuit ~Z=(C^(n),c^(n+l) ,..., C^(n+p-l),:(n)), nEZ, pal, i.e., c=(&n) ,..., 
?(n +p - l)), %, is the class of all cycles occurring along almost all sample paths of 
the t-skeleton Z1 = (&),,=,,, t > 0, and w,(t) is the mean number of occurrences of 
the cycle c along almost all sample paths of E,. 
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Also, Theorem 11 shows that, under suitable assumptions, for any conservative 
Q-matrix there exist a finite class Ce of directed circuits in S and corresponding 
weight functions w,( . ), c E VT, such that (Y, w,( . )) defines a unique circuit process 
(Sr)GZo whose transition matrix function P( . ) satisfies P’(0) = Q. Moreover qij 
satisfies equation (2). Also, when the weight functions are those occurring in Theorem 
9 then the series 
and 
c PqJ i#j, t20, 
n n! ’ 
yield up to a constant (that depends on i) the mean number of appearances of the 
cycle (i, i) along almost all trajectories of the discrete skeleton E, and the mean 
number of appearances of a cycle having i and j as consecutive points, along almost 
all trajectories of Z,, respectively (see [6]). The representation Theorem 11 gives 
also an answer to the open problem of interpreting in probabilistic term the intensities 
qii, i fj (see Iosifescu and Tautu [2, p. 2611). 
Finally, in Section 7 we study the representation of the final probabilities by 
weighted circuits and their connections with superior order Markov processes in 
the sense of Iosifescu [3]. 
2. The weight functions 
Consider a finite set S with card S = m and a class %’ of overlapping directed circuits 
in S such that for any i E S there exists a loop-circuit (i, i). Recall that a directed 
circuit c^ in S is any periodic function c^ = Z + S, where Z is the set of integers. The 
smallest positive integer p = p( c^) 3 1 for which c^( n +p) = c^( n), for all n E Z, is called 
the period of the circuit i? (for more details, see [4]). Then the circuit c^ is completely 
determinedbyitspoints Z(n), n~Z,i.e., c=(E(n),c^(n+l) ,._., c^(n+p-l),;(n)). 
Still the equivalence class c^ = { c^‘: i? is a circuit in S, c^( n + j) = Z’(n), for some j E Z 
and for any n E Z} can be characterized by a period p(c^) which is the common 
period of all circuit belonging to 2 This allows us to call a circuit the corresponding 
class-circuit. 
Let JX~~~({O, 1)) be the class of all m x m matrices whose elements belong to the 
set (0, l}. As in [4], associate each circuit c with the matrix (J,(i, j))ijES E Ju,,,({O, 1)) 
defined as 
if (i, j) E arcset of c, 
(3) 
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We call (Jc(i,j))i,jts a passage matrix. Then 
~Jc(i,j)=~Jc(j,i)=Jc(i), iES. 
I 
(4) 
For any i, j E S and any t 2 0 introduce 
w(i,j, t)= 1 w,(t)J,(i,j), tZ=O, (9 
ctie 
where {w,(a), c E %‘} is a collection of real functions defined on [0, fco). Then 
according to the balance equations (4) we can write 
C w(i,j, t)=C w(j,i, t)=w(i, t), tzo. 
i J 
Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(6) 
(WI) (9 
(ii) 
Any function wC( e), c E %, is positive on [0, +a). 
For any loop-circuit c = (i, i), i E S, we have 
w,(O) = lim wC( t) > 0. 
l-O+ 
(iii) For any circuit c # (i, i), i E S, we have 
w,(O) = lim w,(t) = 0. 
1+0+ 
(wz) The collection {w,( a), c E U} is a solution to the equations 
w(i, j, t+s) 
=F 
w(i, k t) w(kj, s) 
w(i, t+s) w(i t) * 7 w(k s) ’ 7 
for any t, s 2 0. 
(wJ The function w(i, t) introduced by (6) 
w(i, t) = w(i, 0) for any i E S, t >O. 
i,jES, 
satisfies the equations 
(wJ The limit lim,,,, w,(t) exists for any c E % 
Let us now interprete condition (w,) above. We have 
w ( i, i, t ) 
!!$ w(i, t) 
lirn ‘ct~ w,(t)L(i, i) -= 
r-0+ c ctV wc(tVc(i) 
= w(i,ij(")J(i,ij(i3 i) w(i, i, 0) 
w(i,i)(0)J(i,i)(i) 
=-cl 
w(i,O) ’ 
For i # j we have 
. w(i j t) -.-CL_0 
!!$ w(i, t) ’ 
Thus 
WC&j, 0) _ s_, 
w(i, 0) ” (7) 
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w(i,j, 0) = I w(i,i)("), if i=j o 3 otherwise. 
The functions w,( e), c E %Y, that verify conditions (w,) and (wJ above are called 
standard weight functions. The motivation for calling the previous entities ‘standard 
functions’ is connected with the existence of standard transition matrix functions 
in the sense of Chung [l] as it is revealed by Corollary 5 below. The existence of 
a nonnull solution to the equations (wJ will be proved in the next section. 
3. The existence theorem 
We prove in this section that the system (wz) admits a nonnull solution. To this 
end, we say a directed circuit c = (i, , i2, . . . , is, i,), with i, # * . . # i,, is associated 
with a matrix {aV : aV 3 0, i, j E S} iff 
ai,i2arzt3’ . . ai*i, > 0. 
We now prove: 
Theorem (The existence of the weight functions). There exists a non-void class % of 
directed circuits in S and a collection {w,( . ), c E %} of standard weight functions 
verifying conditions (w,), (w,), (wj) and (w,). 
Proof. Let P(t) = {pij( t), i, j E S}, t 2 0, be an arbitrary irreducible standard transi- 
tion matrix function and let rr = { ni, i E S} be the associated invariant probability, i.e. 
(i) p,j(‘)aO, ?ri>O, i,jES; 
(ii) 1 pU(.) = 1, iE S; 
is.9 
(iii) pG(s+t)=Cpik(s)pkj(t), i,jES, s, ta0; 
k 
(iv) izs riP,(t) = Tj9 j E S. 
Then the function w( . , . , .) : S x S x [0, +a) + [0, +a) defined as 
w(i,j, t)= TiPlj(t) 
verifies the following balance equations: 
C w(i,j;)=C w(j, i;)=ri, iES. 
JES j 
For each loop-circuit (i, i) define 
Wc,,,)(t)’ rriPit(t), t20- 
(6’) 
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Then the w(~,~,(. ), i E S, are weight functions satisfying condition (w,). Let us now 
fix an arbitrary t, in (0, +a) and i, E S. Since ri, > 0, we have 
C w(4,j, tJ>O. 
On account of the balance equations (6’) there exists a finite sequence of pairs 
(i,, iz), ( iz, ix), . . . , (in_, , i,) such that 
w(i,, iz, tl)w(iZ, i,, t,) . . . w(i,_,, i,, t,)>O. 
Since S is finite, there exists s = s( tl) 2 2 such that i, = ik for some k E {1,2, . . . , n - 1). 
Then 
w(ik, iktl, fl)w(ik+l, ik+2, h) ” . w(ispL, ik9 h)>@ 
Moreover, according to the Levy-Austin-Ornstein Theorem we have 
w(iky ik+l, t)dik+l, ikt2, f). . ’ w(i.ypl, iky f)>O 
for all t > 0. Therefore the matrix function { w( i, j, . ), i, j E S} defines a directed circuit 
c1 = (ik, i&l, . . . , 1.v-1T ik), 
which is in fact the circuit associated with the transition matrix function {pij( *), 
i, j E S}. Define the function 
Wc,(t)=min{w(iky ik+l, l), W(iktl, ik+2T f), . . . , w(is-l, ik, t)} 
for t 3 0. Then w,,(O) = 0. Moreover, by the very definition of w,,( *) it follows that 
it verifies condition (w,)(iii). 
On the other hand, according to Levy’s Theorem the limits below are finite: 
lim dikT ik+l, ?) = liril+, , lim w(i,y-,, ik, t) = li~v_,iT. 
r-CC r+m 
If Z,, = min{likik+, , . . . , Zi,_,,i,} = jimi,,+, for some m = k, . . . , s - 1, 
then 
IwCl(t)-&l~lw(i,, im+,, r)-4,,,,+,l, 
and therefore lim w,,(t) = Z,, as t + ~0. Thus the function w,,( .) verifies condition 
(wJ. Introduce now 
wl(i,j,t)=w(i,j,t)-w,,(t)J,,(i,j), i,jES, 130. 
Then by the very definition of w,,( . ), the function wl(. , *, . ) is non-negative. 
Moreover, since JC,( a, .) and w( i, j, *) verify the balance equations (6), then w,( i, j, . ) 
does as well. Hence two cases are possible. First, we can have 
w,(i,j, t)=O 
for all i, j E S and any t 2 0. Then 
w(kj, r) = w,(t)J,,(i,j) 
‘co > 8 > {I = (?)“‘“f :g+ t(CD+ ‘01: 2} p.Ie3 
‘0 < 1 ‘1 3 (“““A ““““A) PIE:, 
aAvy aM 0 c I he pue suopmnj )!ncq 30 (9 ‘ 9) gd ycwa .IO+J (u) 
.snonuguos-#?!~ s! 3 uo!lmnj qnq9 aqL (!) (3) 
:suo!~!puo~ %.yMo~~oj ayl ampowq 
‘0 e I ‘(3)3 pm!3 ayl JO 
las xayaA aql (‘).‘A rCq alouaa wogmnj qm!:, e palIe s! g+ t(OO+ ‘01: 3 uoyunj 
Luy .ar,q 30 luapuadapu! a.re ley~ s]!nDJ!:, uo suoylap!suoD px1~8!.10 mo salegom 
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ssep pxaua8 alotu e Y~!M ~~1s aM uayM uaAa ir?yi ~0~s aM JaAoaJon ‘a 3 3 ‘( . )JU 
suogDunj @!aM ayl jo sa!vadoJd D!nuguoD uo ale.wawoD aM qdv&ved s!yl UI 
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Put 
@ = {c: [0, +oo) + ‘%: c satisfies conditions (c)(i)-(iii)}. 
Given a circuit function c( * ) E %‘, define the function (Jc(. I( i, j))i,jss : [0, +a) + 
d&,,({O, 1)) by the relation 
J,,,j(i,j) = ” if (i, j) is an arc of c(f), 
0, otherwise. 
(3’) 
Any function (J<(.,( i, j)),,jss defined as in (3’) is called a passage matrix function 
associated to the circuit function c(e). According to Lemma 1 of [4] the passage 
matrix functions (J=(. ,( i, j))i,j satisfy the following balance equations: 
C Jc&i,j) =C J&j, i) = J,,,,(i), i E s, (4’) 
i i 
for any t 3 0. 
Consider a positive function w defined on @x [0, +a~), and write w,,.,( .) = 
w(c( .), 0). Put 
w(i,j, t) = C w,&t)J+)(i,j), t 2 0. (5’) 
Cf % 
J,(,,(r)=I 
Then by applying relation (4’) we have 
2 w(i,j, t)=C w(j, i, t)= w(i, t), tso. (6’) 
i i 
Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(wd (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For any circuit function c E @, 
positive on [0, +a). 
For any circuit function c E @ 
w,&O) = lim w,,,,(t) > 0. 
IGO+ 
the corresponding function w,( ,( . ) is 
with c(0) = (i, i), i E S, we have 
For any circuit function c E @ with c(0) f (i, i), i E S, we have 
w,(,)(O) = lim w,(,)(t) = 0. 
1+0+ 
(wz) The collection { w,.( ,( * ),} is a solution to the equations 
w(i, j, t+s) 
w(i, t+s) =5;: 
44 k t) w(k_A s) 
w(i t) w(k s) , i,j~S, 
3 
for any t, s 3 0. 
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(wJ The function w( i, t) introduced by relation (6’) satisfies the equation w(i, t) = 
w(i,O), for any iES, tz0. 
(w4) For any circuit function c E @, the limit limr_,+m w,(,)(t) exists. 
We now prove: 
Proposition 1. For all c E G? the weight function w,( ,( . ) is uniformly continuous on 
LO, +a). 
Proof. Let c E @ be arbitrarily fixed. Consider t > 0 and an h > 0 small enough. Let 
i, j be two consecutive nodes of the circuit c(r+ h) Then according to condition 
c(ii) there exists only the circuit c( t + h) that passes through the points i and j. Thus 
we have 
J c(r+h)(i,j) = 1. 
Since the circuit function c( . ) is right continuous together with the function JCC. ,( i,j) 
we have 
Jdi,j) = 1. 
Then 
wu+w(t+h) - w,ct,(t) 
= ~,(,+h,(t+h)J~(,+h)(i,j)-w~(,)(t)J,c,,(i,j) 
- w,(,,(t)J,(,,(i,j) 
= _lw,c,,ttj Jc,,,t., jj_CL w+~(h)J+~(~, QNC, wc,,dt)Jcdi,j)) 
cc wdh) (h)J,,di) 
+I wc(,+h)(t+ h)Jcc,+h,(i) c 
(cc Wc~h~(h)Jc~h~(i, k))(C, wcdt)JcdkA) 
c k#i (C, Wc(h)(h)Jc(h)(i))(C, wc,r,(t)Jc,r,(k)) ’ 
Then 
1 _c, %(h)(h)Jc(h)(i, i) 
Cc WCC,,(h) Jcchj( j) > w~(,)(t)JcdiTj) 
s Wc(,+h)(t+ h) - W,(,)(t) s c 2 ‘+‘c(h)(h)Jc(hj(i, k). 
k#i c 
Hence 
(%(,+h) (t+ h) - %,,,(t+ c c Wc(h)(h)Jc(hj(i, k). 
kfi c 
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Then 
I%(,+h) (t+h) - wC(O(r)l~C WC&h).&(i) -C wC&h)Jc(hj(is i). (8) 
C C 
Let us now take h < 0 and 7 = Ihl. Then replacing t in (8) by t - 7 = t + h and using 
the same reasoning as above it results that 
Iw,(,+h) (~+w-wc,,,(~)l~C w,(lhl,(lhOJ,(lhi,(i)-C w,(lhl,(lhOJ,(lh,,(i, i). (9) 
C C 
Therefore (9) is valid for any h E [w with t + h > 0 and the proof is complete. q 
Proposition 2. IfJcc. ,( i,j) is continuous for all i, j E S, then c( . ) is a constant function. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Proposition 1 that w,,( .,(. )Jc,(. ,( i, j) is uniformly 
continuous on (0, +a>, where (i, j) is an arc of a circuit cr( t), with t > 0. The same 
proof can be used for proving that, in general, CC w,( .,( .)JCC.,(i, j) is uniformly 
continuous on (0, +co). 
Let c be an arbitrarily fixed circuit function of 5% Suppose 
c(&) = (4, b,. . . , 4, id, 
is the circuit in S with the points i, # i2 # 1 * * # is, s > 1, for some to > 0. Since 
JCC,,( i, , i2) = 1, for any f > 0, then all the circuits c(t), t > 0, comprise the arc (i, , iJ. 
Analogously JCCf,( iZ, i3) = 1, for all t > 0, implies that ( iZ, i3) is an arc for all 
c(t), t > 0. By repeating the above reasoning for all the arcs of c( to) we arrive at 
c(t)=(i,,i,,.. . , C, i,), for all f > 0. Therefore the circuit function c is constant. 0 
Restrict @ to the class % of all constant circuit functions. Then under the 
assumptions (wi)-(w4) in Section 2 we have: 
Proposition 3. For all i, j E S, the function 
w(i,j, t) = C wC(t)JC(i,j), 
ceV 
is uniformly continuous on [0, +CO) and its modulus of continuity does not exceed that 
of w(i, i, .) af zero. 
Proof. The uniform continuity of the functions w( i, j, 1 ), i, j E S, follows from Propo- 
sition 1 and Proposition 2. To evaluate the modulus of continuity of w( i, j, . ) let us 
consider for an h > 0 the difference 
w(i,j,t+h)-w(i,j,t) 
=w(i,t+h)C 
w(i, k, h) w(k,j, t) 
k w(i, h) ’ w(k, t) 
- w(i,j, t) 
=-( 
1 _ w(i, i, h) 
> 
w(i,j, t)+w(i, t+h) 1 
w(i, k, h) w(k,j, t) 
w(i, h) k#i w(i, h) . w(k, t) ’ 
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Then 
> w(i,j, t)Gw(i,j, t+h)-w(i,j, t) 
Hence 
skTi w(i, k, h)= w(i, h)-w(i, i, h). 
lw(i,j,t+h)-w(i,j,t))<w(i, h)-w(i,i, h). 
In general, for h E R with f + h > 0 we have 
lw(i,j, t+h)-w(i,j, r)l<w(Ilhl)-w(i, i,lhl), 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Recall that the class +2 is restricted by condition (c)(ii). In case we drop this 
condition, we should assume that the functions w( i, j, + ), i, j E S, satisfy the continuity 
property of Proposition 3. 
Theorem 4. For any i, j E S, the function w( i, j, * ) is either identically zero or always 
positive on (0, +a). 
Proof. For an arbitrary to> 0 we have either 
w(i,j, to) > 0 
or 
(IO) 
w(i, j, to) = 0. (11) 
If (10) holds, then there exists a constant circuit function c(t) = c such that 
J,(l,( i, j) = 1 for all t > 0. Therefore w( i, j, t) > 0 for all t > 0. 
If (11) holds, then for all constant circuit functions c we have Jc( i, j) = 0. Then 
(i, j) is an arc of no circuit of % and the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 5 (Theorem of Levy, Austin and Ornstein). For any i, jg S, the transition 
matrix function 
w(iJ t) 
pq(t) =A 
w(i, t) ’ 
t a 0, 
is either identically zero or always positive. 0 
Definition 1. The Markov process whose transition matrix function is defined as in 
Corollary 5 is called a finite (jump) circuit process associated with { 59, w,( .)}. 
Remark. Theorem 4 says that the function w( i, j, . ) is strictly positive or not on 
(0, +a) according as (i, j) is an arc of a circuit in S or not. Therefore in case of 
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circuit processes the previous property is independent of the magnitude of the values 
of transition probabilities that describe the random motion along the circuits. This 
explains why the Theorem of Levy, Austin and Ornstein expresses a qualitative 
property. 
5. Differentiability properties of the weight functions 
According to the well-known result of Kolmogorov we have: 
Theorem 6. For all i and j we have the limit 
WC(t) 
lim C---- 
t+o+ c t Jc(i,_i) 
exists and is$nite. 0 
We now give the version of the Theorem of Kolmogorov (see Chung [ 1, p. 1261) 
in terms of the weight functions corresponding to the circuits c = (i, i), i E S. 
Theorem 7. For any i E S, 
- W{i, ij(O) = lim 
w(i,i)(") - w(i,i)( t,
r-0+ t 
exists and is jnite. 
Proof. From Theorem 4 we have that w( i, i, t) > 0 for all t 2 0. Recall that 
w( i, i, t) =I w,( t)J,( i, i) = w(,,,( t). 
Consider 
According to condition (wl)(ii) we have wci,i,(O) > 0. Hence cp is finite valued. By 
applying condition (wJ we deduce that 
w(i, i, t+s)> 
w(i, i, t)w(i, i, s) 
w(i,i)(“) 
Then 
-log w(i,ij(t+s) c -log w,i,ij(t)- g (i,i) 10 W (S)+lOg Wci,i](O). 
The last inequality implies that the function cp(. ) is subadditive, 
cp( t) + p(s). According to the Theorem of Kolmogorov (see Chung 
p. 1261) we obtain that there exists 
lim cp(r) 9(t) 
-=sup-= - 
w;i,i)(“) 
r-o+ t 12-O t w(i,i)(O)’ 
Therefore W[i,i,(O) exists and is finite. 0 
i.e., cp(t+s)S 
[ 1, Theorem 4, 
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We continue with a version of a Theorem of Austin and Chung (see Chung [l, 
Theorem 1 and 2, p. 1301) in terms of the weight functions. 
Theorem8 Thefunction w(i,j;)/w(i;) h as a continuous derivative in (0, +a) and 
(12) 
(13) 
If all the weight functions w,( . ), c E %, have a continuous derivative then 
C w:( t)JC( i) = 0. (14) 
Proof. Equations (12) and (13) follow from Theorem 1 and 2 of Chung [l, pp. 
130-1321. 
Equation (14) follows from the relation 
where pV( * ), i,j E S, is the transition matrix function of the circuit process generated 
by the given weighted circuits. Then, in terms of the weight functions, the same 
equation above becomes 
C 4(t) C .Ui,j) = 0. 
Thus, because of ihe balance equation (4), we deduce equation (14) and the proof 
is complete. 0 
Theorems 6 and 7 allow us to introduce the matrix Q = (qii)ijts defined as 
~= lim w(i,i)(t)- w(i~ O) w[~ i)(O) 
9ii = wci, oj 
tw(i,O) ’ 
i E S, (15) 
t+0+ 
w’(iJ, 0) = lim w(i,_i t) 
qii= w(i,O) ,+0+ tw( i, 0) ’ 
i,jE S, i #j. (16) 
We call the matrix Q above the weighted transition intensity matrix associated 
with the transition matrix function (w(i,j, t)/w(i, t)),j introduced by Corollary 5. 
6. Representation theorems 
In this section the inverse problem of representing a Markov process by a collection 
of directed circuits and weight functions generalizing the corresponding results for 
discrete parameter processes given in [4,5] are solved. 
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Let ,$ = (&),zo be a strictly stationary recurrent Markov process on a probability 
space (0, 9, P), with finite state space S and with standard transition matrix function 
(pu( .))ijss. Associate with each h > 0 the discrete skeleton Eh = (&,,),,30 with scale 
parameter h. Then any .Zh is a strictly stationary recurrent Markov chain with 
transition matrix (pq( h))ij,s. Let ~;(t)=p(5,=i),i~S,t~O. Then am==,= 
vi(O), i E S, t 2 0, is the stationary distribution of the processes 5. Consider a circuit 
c^=(c^(n),..., c^(n+p-l),c*(n)),n~Z, ofperiodp>l. Then thepassagematrixof 
order k 3 2 through the circuit c^ is defined as 
J:(il,...,ik)= 
1, ifi ,,..., iA are consecutive points of IZ, 
0, otherwise, 
(see [6]). Associate the circuit c^ above with the ordered sequence c = 
(c(n), ‘. . , c(n+p-l)), where c(n)=c^(n),...,c(n+p-l)=c^(n+p-l), called a 
cycle. 
Definition 2. For any cycle c = (i, , . . . , is) define a function w, : [0, -too) + [0, +a), 
called a cycle weight function, by 
WC(~) = ~i,Pi,t2(t)Pi2t,(t) ’ . ’ Pi,-,i,(t)Pi,i,(t) 
XN,(i2,i2(il)...N,(i,,i,Iil ,..., isM1), 
where (x,),~~ is the stationary distribution of the process (5,) and 
N,(ik,ikli,,-..,ik~l) 
(17) 
= f Pr(5,,=ik,5,,#i ,,..., ik-,,for l<rn<nl&=&) 
n=, 
is the taboo Green function. 
As it is proved in Qian Minping, Qian Min and Qian Cheng [9] and in [6], the 
right hand side of equality (17) is invariant to cyclic permutations and therefore 
Definition 2 makes sense. 
For n 3 0 and t > 0, let cent(w) be the class of all directed cycles occurring along 
the sample path E,(w) until time nt and W_,(W) be the number of occurrences of 
the cycle c along the path E,(w) until time nt. 
Now we are ready to prove the continuous parameter analogue of Theorem 11 
of [4] and Theorem 5 of [6]. 
Theorem 9 (The representation theorem). (i) For any initial distribution p = (~~);~s, 
any t>O, and any circuit c^ in S, the sequences {%‘,,,(w)},,, and {w,,,,(w)/n},,, 
converge PP( t)-almost surely, as n + ~0, to a class % and to the cycle weight function 
value w,(t), respectively. 
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(ii) Any discrete skeleton S,, t> 0, is a circuit chain associated with the class 
(% w,(t)), i.e., 
7c= C wc(t)Ui), vipii(t) = C m,(t)Ji(i, j). (18) 
CC% CC% 
Moreover (%?, w,( * )) is the unique representative class with the probabilistic interpreta- 
tion given at (i). 
Proof (i) It follows from the very definition of the sequence (V&,,(w)), that it is 
increasing. Hence there exists a finite class Y?,(w) of cycles in S with 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3 of [6] we have 
w, n,(w) 
lim j 
n-cn n 
= E,,l{the cycle c occurs along E,(W) modulo cyclic permutations} 
= wJt) (19) 
FP’,( t)-almost surely, where w,( .) is defined by (17). Also, according to Qian Minping, 
Qian Min and Qian Cheng [9] the value of w,.(t) is finite for all t > 0. Thus 
g,(w) = %,, F’,,( t)-almost surely. Then, the Theorem of Levy-Austin-Ornstein (see 
Chung [l, p. 1211) and the representation Theorem 11 of [4] imply that if a cycle 
c appears along almost all trajectories of (&,r,)nZ,o for a t,> 0, then c appears along 
almost all trajectories of (&t)naO f or all t > 0. Therefore %, = % for all t > 0. Moreover 
by Proposition 4 of [6] the value w,( .) is independent of the initial distribution p. 
(ii) Since any discrete skeleton T -1, t > 0, is a strictly stationary irreducible 
aperiodic Markov chain then we can apply the representation Theorem 5 of [6] 
according to which equations (18) hold. The proof is complete. 0 
Remark. If we apply the representation Theorem 11 of [4] for the t-skeleton E, 
then it is possible to construct a finite class of overlapping directed circuits % and 
deterministic positive weight functions w,( .), c E V?, such that equations (18) hold 
as well. Here the name ‘deterministic’ has the meaning that the corresponding weight 
functions w,( . ) cannot enjoy the probabilistic interpretation of being the mean 
value of occurrences of c along almost all the sample paths. Moreover, the algorithm 
of representation given in the above mentioned theorem shows that the deterministic 
representative class (%‘, w,, ( .)) is not uniquely determined. However, since equation 
(18) hold for both deterministic weight functions w,( .) and probabilistic cycle 
weight functions w,(a) then we may consider them for representing the circuit 
process (&)rZo in the sense of Theorem 9(ii). 
An immediate consequence of the representation Theorem 9 is to characterize 
the one-parameter semigroup of Markov transition operators associated with a 
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circuit process in terms of the class (%, 0,). To this end, let I, = Z*(S) be the usual 
Hilbert space of square summable complex sequences x = (x;)~~~. Consider the 
semigroup {T,, t 2 0} of linear contractions of Z2 associated with the process 5, i.e. 
the kth component of the element T,x of Z2 is given by 
(Tx)k E C Xi(~il~k)“2Pik(f)~ XEl,. 
it.S 
Then according to Theorem 9 we can write 
(Trx)k = c w,(t) 1 x,(7ri7rJ”2Jc(i, k). 
(.E%: isS 
The semigroup {T,, t 2 0} of contractions is called to be self-adjoint if for each 
t>O the operator T, is a self-adjoint one. Thus, according to Kendall [7], each 
operator T,, t 3 0, is self adjoint if and only if the reversibility equation 
is satisfied for all i, j E S. 
Then by combining Theorem 9 and Corollary 6 of [6] we obtain: 
Theorem 10. Let (%, w,( . )) be the class of directed weighted circuits that represent a 
positive-recurrent Markovprocess (&)r30 as in Theorem 9. Then the semigroup {T,, t 3 
0} is self-adjoint if and only if the weightfunctions w,( . ) satisfy the consistency equation 
w,(t)=w,-(t), tao, 
for all c E %, where c denotes the inverse circuit of c. 0 
Usually the process 5 is defined by using Kolmogorov’s limits qq = pb(O’), i, j E S, 
in which case we are confronted with the problem of describing any matrix Q whose 
entries qk, i, j E S, verify the relations 
1 20, if i#j, 9ij GO, if i=j, 1 qij = 0, i E S, i (20) 
in terms of directed circuits and their weight-functions (recall that any matrix 
satisfying conditions (20) is called a conservative Q-matrix). We thus wish to 
investigate how the qii can be written as expressions of qualitative and quantitiative 
ingredients. To this end we introduce the following irreducibility condition: 
(J) For any two distinct states there exists a finite chain i, k,, . . . , k,,,, j of states 
with m z 0 and verifying 
qik,qk,k2 ’ ’ * 9k,,j ’ O. 
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We now prove: 
Theorem 11 (The representation theorem for a Q-matrix). Let a conservative Q-matrix 
whose entries qii, i, j E S, verify condition (J) and assume the existence of a probability 
measure {n,, i E S} such that Tri > 0 and c, qkink = 0, i E S. 
(i) Then there exists a finite class 59 of directed circuits in S and a sequence of 
positive functions w,( *), c E %, defined on [0, +a) such that (59, w,( .)) determines a 
circuit process in the sense of DeJinition 1, for which the transition matrix function 
P( .) satisJies P’(0) = Q. Moreover, 
1 
-w’“‘(i,j,O), ifi#j, 
ql;“‘= 1 w(i, 0) 1 - w;;!,(O), w(i, 0) if i=j, (21) 
where n 3 1 and, w(“)( i, j, * ) and qr’ respectively denote the nth derivative of w( i, j * ) = 
apij(. ) and the (i, j)-element of Q”. 
(ii) The representation (21) is unique zf the representative circuits and weight 
functions have the probabilistic interpretation stated in Theorem 9. Moreover, up to a 
positive constant the series 
and 
c 
t”91i”’ 
t>O, i#j, 
n n! ’ 
yield respectively the mean number of appearances of the cycle (i, i) along almost all 
trajectories of the discrete skeleton E, and the mean number of appearances of a cycle 
having i and j as consecutive points along almost all trajectories of the discrete skeleton 
2, . 
Proof. (i) For the given Q-matrix we first apply the well-known Feller theorem 
concerning the existence of a transition matrix P( . ) such that P’(0) = Q. The 
specialization to our case is that the only (stochastic) transition matrix function 
p(‘)=(P~(‘))z,jtS such that P’(0) = Q is given by 
pii(t)=exp(tq,i)=6ii+ C y, t20. (22) 
ns~ n. 
Then, for each t>O we can apply the representation Theorem 5 of [4] and [6] 
according to which there exists a finite class %, of overlapping weighted circuits 
and positive functions w,( . ), c E Zr, such that 
nTT, = C w,(r)J,-(9, 
CE M, 
r&t) = Z w,(t)J:(i,j), 
ctu, 
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where rri, i E S, is the stationary distribution of P( . ). Then, as in the proof of 
Theorem 9 we have %‘ = % for all t 3 0. Thus (%, w,( . )) determines a circuit process 
(&)rzo (in the sense of Definition 1) with state space S, transition matrix function 
P( .) defined as in (22) and with transition intensity matrix Q. The algorithm of 
representation (see [6]) and (22) imply that all the weight functions wCjij( -) are 
infinitely differentiable. Then 
; W(,,)( t)&,( i, i) = 1 + c T, t>o, 
n=, . 
and 
1 c t” i#j, t>O. 
ri nZll 
Hence equation (23) implies that 
; w(,i)(t) = 1+ c T. 
I na1 
Thus for small t we have 
Since the transition matrix function P( . ) is standard, we have 
w(i,i)(“) = w(j, 0). 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Hence 
1 
41:’ = w( j, o) w12!,(0). 
For i #j, from (24) and (25) we deduce that 
1 
- w'"'(i,j, 0) = qj;“‘, 
w(i, 0) 
which proves point (i). 
(ii) If we represent the circuit process (&)r=_o introduced at (i) by the class (%‘, w,) 
defined in Theorem 9 then the representative weighted circuits have the probabilistic 
interpretation given in this theorem. Namely, if we replace W,,i,(t) by oci,i,(t) in 
(23), and w,( .) by o,( *) in (24), then the series 
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are equal respectively to oCi,,,( t)/ w( i, 0) and 
Z% 4r)J~(i,j)lw(i, 0). 
Therefore the series above have the probabilistic interpretation stated in the theorem 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Remarks. (i) If we take n = 1 in (21) then we obtain 
1 w,(h) 
4”=w(i,o)$~,> h 
-J?(i,j), i#j, (26) 
for h small enough. Thus equation (26) says that up to a constant (that depends 
on i) the qv, i #j, are approximated in the interval (0, h) by the mean increment of 
UC(.), cE R, which on account of Theorem 9 represents the mean number of 
occurrences of the cycle c comprising the arc (i, j), along almost all sample paths 
(&n(W))n3”. 
(ii) The circuit process constructed in Theorem 11 is in fact the so-called minimal 
process corresponding to the given Q-matrix (see Iosifescu and Tautu [2, p. 2551). 
7. Properties of the representative weight functions 
7.1. As is well-known, a theorem of Levy asserts that the limit 
exists for all i, jE S. The Z-~‘S are called final probabilities. Then an immediate 
consequence of this theorem is the following statement concerning the weight 
functions w,( . ) that represent a Markov process (5 , ,sO as in the previous paragraph. ) 
Theorem 12. If for any circuit c^ the limit 
lim w,(t) = w, 
I-++m 
exists, then 
C, w,Jdi,j) 
T’= CC w,Js(i) ’ ’ 
(27) 
If we choose as representative class for the process (&)t30 that appearing to in 
the statement of Theorem 9, then 
w(i i)Ct) 
7Ti = 7r,i = lim A 
f*cy ~(i,i)(O)' 
(28) 
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Thus equation (28) allows us to give a probabilistic interpretation of ri; in terms 
of the sample paths of the discrete skeletons of (6,). Specifically, rii is up to a 
constant (that depends on i) the limiting value of the mean value of occurrences 
of (i, i) along almost all trajectories of the t-skeletons of (&), as t -+ ~0. In turn, 
equation (27) says that up to a constant, 7rTTii, i fj, is the limiting value of the mean 
value of appearances of a cycle c comprising the arc (i, j), along almost all trajectories 
of the t-skeletons of (50, as t + ~0. Now assume 
Then the final probabilities rii, i, j E S, form a stochastic matrix 17 = ~~~~~~~~~~ Let 
(%‘, w,) be a representative class for l7 according to the representation Theorem 11 
of [4]. 
Also we can associate the matrix II with an r-order discrete parameter Markov 
process (r],,), r> 1, (see Iosifescu [3]), in the following manner. By using the 
representation Theorem 11 of [4], the transition probabilities of (7,) are defined as 
P,, . . . L i,+, = P(s+~ = G+, 177, = 6,. . . , v1 = 4) 
=C, w,J~(i~,. . , i,, i,+l) 
1, w,J,-(i, , . . . , i,) (29) 
for any il,. . . , i,, i,+l E S. We call (77,) the final multiple Markov process associated 
with the process (&)rao. According to the representation theorems of [4] and [6], 
the transition probabilities (29) do not depend on the representative class and 
therefore the correspondence (&)tzo+ ( nn)neL + is one to one. However many proper- 
ties of the initial process (5,) are not preserved by the final process (n,),,=+. To 
see this in more detail, we need some definitions due to Vladimirescu [lo]. A state 
j is said to be accessible from state i (and write i +j) in an rth order Markov chain 
(%)nrZ + if for any k, , . . . , k,_, E S there exists n = n( i,j, k,, . . . , k,_,) such that the 
n-step transition probability 
P!$. k,mIi,, =d%+r-1 =jjr],_,=i,r]r_2=kr e,,..., p,=k,)>O. 
If i -+j and j + i we say the states i,j communicate and write i-j. The relation ++ 
is a relation of equivalence on {i E S: i-i} and the corresponding equivalence 
classes are called classes of states. Put 
M(i,j)={nZl:p(k:!..k,_,i,j>Oforany k ,,..., k,-,ES}. 
We say that the rth order Markov chain (r]n)nEH + verifies the condition of full 
accessibility if for all states i, j E S for which i +j we have M( i, j) # 0. We call state 
i aperiodic in the multiple Markov chain (7,) if M( i, i) = 0 or the greatest common 
divisor of all n E M(i, i) is equal to one. 
Let us come back to the process (&),zlo referred to at the beginning of this 
paragraph. Since % has bounded degree, by the very definition of a superior order 
passage matrix it results that the associated final multiple Markov chain (7,) is not 
irreducible, does not satisfy the full accessibility condition and has aperiodic states. 
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7.2. Let us assume ( %‘1, w,) is the class introduce by Theorem 9 of the previous 
section. Then the union of the %‘, is a finite class ‘% and (%, w,) can be taken to 
represent the Markov process (&)12-o. 
We now prove: 
Proposition 13. The %-indexed class {w,( . )} defined by (17) is a collection of standard 
weight functions. 
Proof. According to the representation Theorem 9 we have 
&j(t)= C ~c(tVt(i,j)l~i 
csu 
for any i, j E S. Consider now the circuit c^ = (i, i), i E S. Then 
W(i,i)(t) = mzPii(t), 
and since the transition matrix is standard we have 
W(Q)(O) = lim O~i,i)( t) > 0. 
t+0+ 
If we consider any circuit c^ # (i, i), i E S, say c^ = (i, , i2, . . . , ik, i,), k > 1, i,, . . . , ik E 
S, then P~,~,(O) = 0 implies w,(O) = 0. 
Introduce the functions w ( a, . , ~):SxSx[O,+m)+[O,+~) and w(.;):Sx 
[O, +a) + [0, +a) defined as 
w(i,j, t) =C o,(tVdi,j) 
and 
w(i, t) =I w(i, j, t) =C w,(t)J:(i). 
j C 
Then condition (wz) follows from the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations that are 
verified by pV( t). 0 
Remarks. (i) Equations (14) are KirchhofI’s current law equations for the electrical 
network %‘!, in which w:(t) is interpreted as the electrical current in the circuit c at 
time t, where the points of c are connected by a wire of resistance equal to unity. 
Specifically, equations (14) say that the total current flowing any moment into node 
i of a circuit c is zero. 
(ii) When w;(O), CE %, exist we can write 
44 =C wXO)Jt(i,j)lo(i, 0), 
which in terms of electrical setting says that, up to a constant, qii is the sum of all 
currents coming at time 0 through all circuits c having i and j as consecutive points. 
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